
TWO POEMS UNDER THE SIGN OF BENJAMIN PERET 
 
 
A LIST OF COLOR PLATES 
 

I / a black glove walks into a church  

 

II / a street, oddly loosed, implied its hoardings  

 

III / against sunset pinks onlookers peer into the void of doubt  

  

IV / her pauses turn their jaws on old bankers  

 

V / fire dolls land in a room, set up camp in the corner 

 

VI / headlights have the shakes  

 

VII / a dumpling pushed its weird shuffles on the populace 

 

VIII / but in time the traced arch collapsed  

 

IX / in the town built of lions’ nightmares I called for my sister playing knucklebones nearby 

 

X / a distracted rainfall begins inside the head of the night watchman 

 

XI / the wicked uncle: “guard the jar of buttons well my son till I am on the other shore” 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



LOVE SCENT (AFTER BP) 
 
  Fucking is the singular 
  feature of the marvelous: 
  the body is circled in string 
  & razorblades hack 
  yr eyelids off 
 
a Chinese lantern is a woman in anabasis  
whose gaze prepares the battleground  
where dragonflies die at dusk 
 & where the failing banks arm themselves 
with fingernails & teeth 
 
 She keeps fucking up my eggs 
 She uses lightning to knock owls from the sky 
   & nails them to the barn’s crossbeam 
  declaring the gods renewed 
 
 She advances along the plain 
 (this lovely with the citrus tits…) 
 but then I lose her 
  in the rooftops…. 
 
   and what about the phenomenon 
   of ancient spaceships  
   emerging from the harbor, 
   walking a block or two, and disappearing 
   around the corner, 
   only to suddenly divebomb 
   out of nowhere  
   & pierce her ribcage? 
 
   Now must be the hour of the vegetable ascent! 
 
   They leave orbit like  
   the sound of one hand clapping. 
   I wonder if you sense them  
   now that their rebirth  
   assaults your bones and hair 
 



 
    ( have you also noticed  
    this magical plant 
    makes your eyes look 
    like a hand bleeding  
     into blossom? 
  
   yeah, I know how  
   the sun’s distant soil 
   explodes in fruiting tenses 
   if you twist it up,  
   shake & break yr loins 
   in the wild millennial storms 
   but what does  
   the subterranean pulsing 
   of barely-legible ghosts 
   matter now  
   to our mangled names? 
 
   when we woke, it was noon. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


